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UPCOMING EVENTS
When ?

Where?

What?

Mar 20

deciBel Research

Mar 24
Apr 12-13
Apr 12-13
Apr 12-13
Apr 22
May 3

TN Valley Research
Steel Prize Stables
Cotton Meadows Farm
Flint Ridge Farm
TBA
Steel Prize Stables

May 3
May 10-11
Jun 21-22
Jun 28

Steel Prize Stables
Rainsville, AL
Flint Ridge Farm
Cotton Meadows Farm

Jul 12-13
Aug 2
Aug 3-4
Aug 9-10

Flint Ridge Farm
Steel Prize Stables
Steel Prize Stables
Flint Ridge Farm

Aug 16-17
Sep 6

Flint Ridge Farm
Mountain Laurel Farm

Oct 18

Flint Ridge Farm

Meeting — Rider Position with
Cathy Zappe
ACES Lecture
Clinic with Debbie Rodriguez
Clinic with Wolfgang Scherzer
Clinic with Bill Fields
Dinner and Meeting
Ride-A-Test Clinic with Meris
Greges
SPS Used Tack Sale
Dressage on the Mountain 1&2
Clinic with Bill Fields
Combined Training Schooling
Show
Clinic with Bill Fields
Dressage Schooling Show
Clinic with Debbie Rodriguez
De-Spooking Clinic with National
Mounted Police Service
Clinic with Bill Fields
Combined Training Schooling
Show
Halloween Dressage Schooling
Show

*These events are not set in stone. Check back for changes. (Another reason
to read the newsletter!)
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FROM THE EDITOR
Show season is coming so it’s time to get those wooly couch potatoes fit. A fit horse is better able to do
his job and is less prone to injuries than an unfit horse. I think that cross training is an excellent way to
improve a horse’s fitness as well as foster a healthy brain. We dressage queens are too prone to being
arena-stuck which means that our horses’ legs are less than strong, and their minds can be hindered
by boredom. So take that baby outside, on different kinds of terrain and up and down hills to improve
his body and his brain. Give him something not-dressage to do. Nurture all facets of your equine athlete. The great outdoors will be good for you too.
Riders need to be as fit as their horses. Very few things aggravate me more than a blob sitting on top
of a lean horse. It’s not fair for us as riders to not hold ourselves to the same standards as our horses.
So you too need to go out and get fit. This means following a good exercise program, maintaining a
clean diet, and sticking to it.
White breeches season is coming. Be ready!
~KLA

CROSS TRAINING FOR HORSES AND RIDERS

All good athletes cross train, and we equestrians should be no different. You and your horse will both
benefit greatly, both physically and mentally, by going outside the arena, participating in different disciplines, and getting fit.
Interval Training
Interval training is the tried and true method of conditioning a fit horse. In a nutshell, interval training
consists of long slow exercised interspersed with higher intensity exercise. The long slow distances
(LSD) provide the physical framework for your horse’s fitness. It builds up their muscles, bones, and
connective tissues which strengthens them for work. The higher intensity intervals improve cardiovascular function and prepare the horse for short bursts of intense exercise such as a dressage test or
jumping course. I’m going to give you a brief overview of what an IT schedule looks like, but of course,
every horse is an individual and you must tailor the program to fit your guy. Please note that this
schedule assumes 5-6 days of riding per week. I recommend alternating interval training and dressage
schooling every other day. Eventers and Jumpers should also include one day a week over fences.
Always remember to have a nice long walking warm up and cool down every day you ride your horse.

MISSION STATEMENT
TVDCTA is a non-profit organization dedicated to encouraging a high standard of horsemanship through
the use of classical dressage techniques. The TVDCTA will dissemi-nate educational material, sponsor and
promote activities (such as clinics, seminars and competitions), and cooperate with other local and
national organizations in developing and promoting better horsemanship.
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Week 1: 1hr walk
Week 2: 55 min walk, 5 min of trot in 5 1 min sets
Week 3: 50 min walk, 10 min of trot in 5 2 min sets
Week 4: 45 min walk, 15 min of trot in 5 3 min sets
Week 5: 40 min walk, 20 min of trot in 5 4 min sets
Week 6: 40 min walk, 25 min of trot in 5 5 min sets
For weeks 7-12, alternate trot and canter sets (walk-trot-walk-canter-walk, etc._
Week 7: 45 min walk, 15 min of trot in 3 5 min sets, 3 min of canter in 3 1 min sets
Week 8: 45 min walk, 15 min of trot in 3 5 min sets, 6 min of canter in 3 2 min sets
Week 9: 45 min walk, 15 min of trot in 3 5 min sets, 9 min of canter in 3 3 min sets
Week 10: 45 min walk, 15 min of trot in 3 5 min sets, 12 min of canter in 3 4 min sets
Week 11: 45 min walk, 15 min of trot in 3 5 min sets, 15 min of canter in 3 5 min sets
*Maintain at week 11. Regress 1 week for every week lost because of real life issues.
**Eventers should be working their canter sets towards their cross country speed.
Work Outside Your Sport
Participating in a different discipline with your horse is a fun way to improve your bodies and re-engage
your minds. Pick something totally different from what you usually do, and then pick something that
complements what you do. For example, an eventer may take up polocrosse for their “different” discipline and participate in competitive trail riding for their “complementary” discipline. As an aside, Denny
Emerson is a huge fan of competitive trail riding and he’s still eventing in his 70s! (If you don’t know
Denny Emerson, then consider your education lacking and go like his Facebook page “Tamarack Hill
Farm” immediately.) Dressage riders should pick something OUTSIDE OF THE FLIPPIN’ ARENA (trust
me, your precious baby will be safe riding on grass). The change in activity will introduce new physical
stressors to you and your horse which will help to build your fitness, and the mental challenges will
make you both more aware of each other and your bodies. As an added bonus, you’ll meet some really
cool people.
Helpful Tips to Make You Fitter and Stronger
1. Ride in 2-point during the high intensity intervals during your fitness work with your horse.
2. Always take the stairs.
3. Say no to soda.
4. Take a 5 minute break every hour while you’re at work and walk up and down the stairs a few
times.
5. Take your dog, spouse, kid, whatever on a 30 minute walk everyday. This is also a great chance to
improve your relationship.
6. Park your car as far away from the building as possible, unless it’s going to be dark out when you
return or you are in an unsafe area (don’t get yourself killed trying to burn some extra pounds).
7. Eat on smaller plates, and leave the extra food in the kitchen so that you have to walk for 2nds.
8. Drink V8 Juice, Naked Juice, any kind of good fruit/veggie juice.
9. Do 100 push-ups every day (start out in intervals, and you’ll be there in no time).
10. Make good posture a habit. It’s good for your core.
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ELV IS PHONE HOM E
We’ve had a Hallmark Movie
Story come out of Flint Ridge
Farm recently. Lauren
McCarley was reunited with
her former event star Elvis, a
TB left at FRF. He is going to
spend out his golden years
back at home with his girl.
Lauren writes about Elvis:
“When I outgrew my low level
eventer/jumper mare, I
started looking for a new
horse. I wanted a TB or WB
and we looked for months.
Nothing was quite right. Then
a local horse trader called
Lauren and Elvis rocking SJ.
my mom and said he had
something for me. He said it
was a TB. So we went to look at Elvis. When the horse trader took him out of the stall, I immediately
wrote him off. He was ugly, very underweight, his coat was so bleached it was green. He had a old injury from a trailering accident resulting in two forelocks and a half a hunters bump. Then the horse
trader tells me he just got his papers and is actually a QH off the track instead of a TB. Well at 13 I was
NOT going to event a QH!
But I never turn down a chance to ride something new, so I took him out to the arena and got on. He
was super green but so willing. We just clicked. I even made my mom go get brooms and buckets out
of the trailer to make a little jump and he ran right through it. I took this for boldness and told my mom
to go get the trailer. He was so cheap I thought he would be a good project to play with while searching
for a horse to show. Plus I couldn’t stand the condition he was in and wanted to see what he looked
like healthy.
My mom asked the horse trader for a trial period and he agreed. I took him to BJ Brown’s at River Pine
Farm. He really enjoyed taking off with me back to the barn before I had even swung my leg over his
back every time I mounted. He also enjoyed trying to leave the arena. But within that trial period, we
had him jumping courses. Everyone at the barn commented on how skinny and ugly he was especially
compared to my little mare I had just sold. No one but BJ approved of her replacement, at first.
After that week I was thinking he might just be my horse after all. So we vetted him. The horse trader
gave me x-rays that were supposed to be his. My vet took one look at the glaring sidebone and
stopped the vetting saying he’d make a pasture ornament at best. My mom and I decided if he went
lame, we would just retire him and let him live out his days with us. The odd thing was, there was also
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an x-ray of a cat in with his records. Years later, when he got kicked and fractured a splint bone, that
same vet x-rayed him and found him clean, no sidebone. It had been the wrong horse’s x-rays after all.
We started eventing and he was a cross-country machine. No refusals. We moved up the levels together. Our first preliminary event, we came in third. He was always in the top 5 at every event the next
2 years.
Elvis took me foxhunting and we had so much fun being a whip one season, we never could hunt with
the field again. Anyone who has ridden him knows he likes to go. Trail riding he had to be in the lead.
Once on a trail in NC, he reared and spun around on a steep part of the trail. I thought it really weird
since he doesn’t do things like that. I looked over my shoulder in time to see a bear. We got out of
there quickly.
Elvis has a reputation for being a character. Once at a show he stole an entire turkey sandwhich and
suffered no ill effects. He loves people food and enjoys eating from a fork. He will pretty much eat any
human food offered, but he’s picky about his horse feed.
Elvis took me through my B rating in Pony Club. He took me to a CCI*.Then I had to go to college and
he had to have a minor surgery.
I decided instead of selling him at the peak of his career, I would see if he could be a move up horse
for my little sister. She rode him all summer and fell in love just as I had. He took her up the levels
through Preliminary.
When my sister was getting ready to go to college, my mom decided it was time to sell him as he had
plenty to give another rider. I tried to keep up with what happened to him after that but didn’t always
have a clear picture.
After having two daughters, I decided to
move back to my hometown to be closer
to family. I went to Flint Ridge for a clinic
and saw him while walking through the
barn. I asked about him and they said he
was a lesson horse now because he had
been left there by his previous owner.
Since then I’ve seen him whenever I
clinic at Flint Ridge.”
Now the story has come full circle. Elvis
has gone back home with Lauren.

Elvis on the trailer ready to go back
home
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H E L P F RO M J U D G E K E S S L E R
Dressage riders must be quick-thinkers and problem solvers. I instruct my students to break down
their difficulties and have them quickly tell me what they need to do as a correction. Many times riders
feel over whelmed with the fact that their figures and movements aren't maintaining quality. I encourage them to think in terms of gradual improvement. Instead of riding for perfection, I have them ride to
do better. As they ride the long side they tell me what they feel is needed fundamentally to improve.
Impulsion, straightness, steadying the tempo etc. On the short side they make their corrections. The
next long side they ride having isolated the main problem. The idea is too quickly use the tools the instructor has given them and do "better" each long side. They must be quick to assess and correct. The
fundamentals are the key to achieving the lightness and harmony we all seek to perform the exercises
with ease both for us and our horses. Remember the fundamentals are in the training scale. No matter
what sport you engage in or what level you have achieved, the key to success is a strong understanding and ability to perform the "basics". I encourage all riders to take the responsibility of knowing the
fundamentals of our sport and to develop their skills in explaining them to their partners.
~Melonie Kessler USEF "S" Dressage Judge

USDF INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION
WORKSHOPS
Arkansas Dressage Society has scheduled the next two workshops of the USDF Instructor Certification
Program. The Riding Workshop will be held May 30-June1. Vickie Hammers O'Neil will conduct the
workshop. The Teaching Workshop is set for June 27-29 with Sarah Geike as workshop leader. Both
workshops will include a classroom session Friday afternoon. Mounted sessions Saturday and Sunday
and will be held at Diamond TR Ranch, which is located about 30 minutes west of Little Rock at 14419
Highway 10, Perryville, AR. Hotel accommodations at Little Rock.
Auditor are welcome and spaces are available.
For more information please contact ADS President Judith Dent at JADent@uams.edu

PRO DUCT OF THE MONT H
What: Little S Hackamore
Where: State Line Tack
How Much: $17.42
Why: If you have a nervous or tense horse, going bitless may solve your
problems (pain can be manifested as tension). I can’t believe how chilled
out my hothead is in his new S hackamore. We’re now able to CALMLY ride anywhere we choose, and
with little to no rein contact. He schools well in it too. I particularly like this model because the major
action is on the nose and not so much on the jaw and pole.
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W H AT ’ S G O I N G O N : R I D E - A - T E S T
CLINIC WITH MERIS GREGES
What: Ride-a-Test Clinic with Meris Greges
When: May 3, 2014
Where: Steel Prize Stables
Details: Ride a USDF/USEF test with Meris Greges, a USDF “L” Judge.

W HAT ’ S G OI N G O N : S T EE L P RI ZE
S T A B L E S U S E D T AC K S A L E
What: Steel Prize Stables Used Tack Sale
When: May 3, 2014 (same day as the Meris Greges Ride-A-Test!) 9am-5pm
Where: Steel Prize Stables (same place as the Meris Greges Ride-A-Test!)
Contact: Kelly Arnold (Kelly_L._Arnold@hotmail.com)
Details: Please drop off your used tack any time during the preceding week
or on the day of the tack sell. Make sure that items are labeled with your
name, price, and any important information. Sellers will be charged a 5% commission on item lots totally $20 or more. Cash or checks only, no credit cards will be accepted.

W H AT ’ S G O I N G O N : D R E S S AG E O N
THE MOUNTAIN I & II
What: Dressage On the Mountain 1 & 2
When: May 10 and 11, 2014
Where: Rainsville, AL
Contact: Sandy Donovan (sandydonovan@gmail.com )
Details: Recognized USDF show. Each day is counted as one, separate show. Please see their website
http://mountainmusicdressage.com/ for more details.

W H A T ’ S G O I N G O N : D R E S S AG E
CLINIC WITH WOLFGANG SCHERZER
What: Dressage Clinic with Wolfgang Scherzer
When: Apr 12-13
Where: Cotton Meadows Farm
Contact: Karen Cunefare (256) 603-9780
Details: Wolfgang Scherzer is licensed bereiter from Germany, but has been based in Birmingham for
several years. Locally, he is known for giving riders really helpful exercises to continue to use on their
own time to fix problems.
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W H A T ’ S G O I N G O N : D R E S S AG E
CLINIC WITH DEBBIE RODRIGUEZ
What: Dressage Clinic with Debbie Rodriguez
When: Apr 12-13, Aug 3-4
Where: Steel Prize Stables
Contact: Judith Fiorentino (256-682-1200 or
steelprize@knology.net)
Details: Debbie Rodriguez is a USDF Bronze,
Silver, and Gold Medalist. She is a USDF “S”
judge and a USEA “r” judge. She is also a certified ISSA instructor, and the maker
“Success In The Saddle-a Core Fitness Program for Equestrians.”

W H A T ’ S G O I N G O N : D R E S S AG E
CLINIC WITH BILL FIELDS
What: Dressage Clinic with Bill Fields
When: Apr 12-13, Jun 21-22, Jul 12-13, Aug 16-17, Sept 13-14, Oct 11-12
Where: Flint Ridge Farm
Contact: Heidi Rose (fridgefrm@aol.com )
Details: Bill Fields considers himself to be foremost a dressage teacher. He
is open to all horses and students, even those not focused solely on dressage.

WHAT’S GOING ON: DE-SPOOKING
CLINIC
What: De-Spooking Clinic
When: August 9-10
Where: Flint Ridge Farm
Contact: Heidi Rose (fridgefrm@aol.com )
Details: Come work on building your horse’s confidence
and decrease spooking with the National Mounted Police
Service!
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P H O T O S F RO M D E B B I E H I L L C L I NI C
T A K E N B Y A N N E C H AT T E R T O N

RECKLESS,
HERO

THE

WARHORSE

They Called Her Reckless -- A True Story of War, Love And
One Extraordinary Horse is about the small Jeju pony who
became the realreal-life warhorse of the Marine Fifth Regiment
during the Korean War.
Acquired to haul shells to the recoilless rifles at the front
line, Reckless did that and so much more: packing ammunition beyond what anyone thought possible, saving lives,
raising spirits, and winning the love and respect of all who
knew her.
They Called Her Reckless is $15.95 retail; paperback, with
14 pages of photographs, many published for the first time.
It is available from Amazon.com and the National Museum
of the Marine Corps.
You can also order by calling: 860860-526526-5431 or
emailing: About_Reckless@comcast.net
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C L A S S I FI E D S

H OW TO ADVERT I SE WI TH U S
IN 2014
1. Contact the TVDCTA at tvdcta@gmail.com.
Please attach your ad.
2. The treasurer will get in contact with you.
3. Send check to treasurer. (She’ll give you the
address through email.)
4. The treasurer will send me your ad along with
confirmation of your payment.
TVDCTA Bits Advertising Rates
Business Card……..…..$ 5/mo.
1/4 Page…………….…$10/mo.
1/2 Page……………….$17/mo.
Full Page…………….…$30/mo.
Classified………..….$2/line/mo.

* Members can place one free Classified ad (up
to three full width lines) per newsletter. Member’s
classifieds also appear on the website.

